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About This Content

This is a collection of supplementary content for kuso.

kuso Original Soundtrack
• A full 26 track soundtrack composed by James Bennett. Comes in 320kbps MP3 format with a runtime of about 72 minutes.

Fred's Notebook
• During the development of kuso, Fred kept a notebook of his ideas and sketches for the game. This is a scanned version of the

notebook in PDF form.

Wallpapers
• 7 Wallpapers and Variations for use on your desktop.

Avatars
• 7 Avatars and Variations for use on Steam or other platforms.

Soundtrack Tracklist (Runtime: 01:11:43)
01 - Retro
02 - Deep

03 - Summer
04 - Spooky

05 - Halo
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06 - Hula
07 - Astro
08 - Ergo

09 - Sunset
10 - Eastern
11 - Twinkly
12 - Meteor
13 - Strut

14 - Grampa
15 - Slumber
16 - Slumber
17 - Octane
18 - Skipper
19 - Tuxedo
20 - Mirage
21 - Clock
22 - Tundra
23 - Wizard
24 - Neptune

25 - Razor
26 - Nucleus
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Title: kuso - Soundtrack Vol 1 + Collector's Content
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Fred Wood
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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The games has change a lot I can totally say is worth

this game does give u a nice challenge , the combat system is actually great and the graphics are very nice

I totally recommend this game. Sorry, but this is total crap.

- Bad controlls
- Terrible graphics
- Poor modeling
- Lots of bugs

A video showing of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DJY0ITnUyVg. Ultimately a very simplistic and repetitive shmup that could use some
more intentional wave/pattern design and really any features beyond bare bones shoot-em-up elements. Has the look and feel of
a project that was probably very educational for the developer, but a few projects or a lot of revision away from something
worth buying.. Extremely poorly done, very clunky gameplay. No sense taken into account at all.. Plug in you video input to a
TV, hook up some controllers, and your all set for some super fun couch co-op.. Do you like Pawn Stars? Do you like finding
hidden object? Do you like achievements? If you said "yes" to all three questions, then you'll like this game.. We asked for it
and SakuraGame delivered.
You get a folder with all the songs in .wav format plus an in-game music player.

Time to listen to Martha's theme until I get sick of it \u2665. vary good game. Amazing. It's like an hidden object game, but
goes far enough beyond that to create it's own genre..It's worlds better than any of the hidden object games out there.
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An incredibly immersive (and optionally HUDless) world full of deeply clever puzzles and an unconventional narrative. Haven't
smiled at the solutions to so many puzzles since playing VVVVV.. I think packs like this need to be more cheap, don\u00b4t add
anything useful to the game, I prefer a better economic system and a open world start than a new skin for the seats.

But is beautiful and support the develop of a great game, that\u00b4s why I recommend... Well...I guess it's a nice game...I
would actually play it more IF IT WOULDN'T HAVE RESETED MY ACHIEVEMENTS FOR NO ACTUAL REASON!. Fun
little puzzle game.
The story is interesting.
Some puzzle have no ingame clues, so you need to guess, but other wise fun.
But wait for it to be on sale.. 3minutes total time to finish the campaign? Really? But then you have the option to play the
survival mode which is there to try to make this look like an actual game.
Why would someone publish that? Just stay away for your own sake.. Another awful mobile indie autorunner with a horrible
user interface. The whole Steam page description does very little to clue you in on what it actually is. Let's try to break it down

Over 40 levels

That must be so hard when all of the levels are basically the same.

Groovy platforming

WHAT PLATFORMING WHEN IT PLAYS ITSELF!?

Funk-Fu, ancient Greece, gods and demigods
Fight to restore the funk by defeating Pop, Rock and Rap
Ride your pimped-out Pegaus

Shut up. These aren't features! They aren't! THOSE ARE VAGUE IDEAS AND BUZZWORDS! (And did they intentionally
misspell Pegasus?)

Trash like this does little but add filler to bundles on third party sites and earn you some cards to sell. Why Steam allows mobile
phone garbage like this onto their store, I don't know. Avoid.. its an item find game with a pawn shop minigame its ok, meaning
its exactly what youd think it is an di got it for a buck so i had at least a dollars worth of fun with it having played through it one
time
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